
LONDON BOROUGH OF LEWISHAM
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 

The Lewisham (Various Roads) (Thames Water Millennium Main) 
(Temporary Prohibition of Traffic) Order 2021

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Lewisham Council made this temporary 
traffic order under the provisions of section 14(1) of the Road Traffic 
Regulation Act 1984 because of Thames Water works on and adjacent to 
the highway. The effects of the order are indicated below.
1. Road closure and no parking in:- (i) Admiral Street, between Cranbrook 
Road and the northern extent of Admiral Street. There is no alternative route 
for traffic affected. (ii) Albyn Road, between Strickland Street and Friendly 
Street. The alternative route for traffic affected is via Strickland St, Cranbrook 
Rd and Friendly St. and vice versa. (iii) Kitto Road, between St. Catherine’s 
Drive and Pepys Road. The alternative route for westbound traffic affected 
is via Erlanger Rd, Sherwin Rd and Pepys Rd. (iv) Vulcan Road, between 
Malpas Road and the western extent of Vulcan Road. There is no alternative 
route for traffic affected.
2. One way working (eastbound) and no parking in Kitto Road, between 
Gellatly Road/Drakefell Road and Bousfield Road. The alternative route for 
westbound traffic affected is via Bousfield Rd, Arbuthnot Rd and Gellatly Rd.
3.  Exceptions are provided in the order for vehicles engaged on the works, 
vehicles being used for ambulance, fire brigade or police purposes and anything 
done with the permission or at the direction of a police officer in uniform.
4. Exceptions are provided in the order for any vehicle being used in 
connection with:- the removal of any obstruction to traffic in the street; the 
maintenance, improvement, reconstruction, cleansing or lighting within the 
street; the laying, erection, alteration in or adjacent to the street of any sewer 
or of any main, pipe or apparatus for the supply of gas, water or electricity, 
or of any electronic communications network [within the meaning of the 
Communications Act 2003]; or the placing, maintenance or removal of any 
traffic sign in the street.
5. The order comes into force on the 1st March 2021 to remain in force 
for up to 18 months.
6. The prohibitions apply as, when and to the extent signed on the highway.
Dated 5th February 2021.
D. Wheeler Operational Asset Management. 
4th Floor, Laurence House, 1 Catford Road, London SE6 4RU.


